By invoking the use of a space-spin coupling transformation, the exact Schrodinger evolution wavefunction is fortunately obtained for a neutron moving in a helical magnetic field. This result just enjoys the effect of Berry's phase or its induced gauge field in Bitter-Dubbers experiment as its limiting case with strong field. It is also predicted from the exactlydynamical analysis that a pulse of polarized neutrons with monotonous momentum will be split into two pulses with different momentum shifts accompanying the spin-down and spin-up states respectively.
Introduction
It is well known that the features of processing neutrons in an external magnetic field can serve for the verification of some theoretical predictions in quantum mechanics. Recently, the polarization of neutrons in a helical inhomogeneous magnetic field [l] and in a slowly-changing magnetic field [2] has been used experimentally to test Berry's remarkable discovery [3] in modern quantum theory. For the case of the helical magnetic field in Bitter-Dubbers (B-D) experiment [l] , the geometrical phase effect can be understood in terms of Berry's phase in a moving frame of reference along with the neutron [ 11 or the Aharonov-Bohm (A-B) phase of induced gauge field [4] through the adiabatic approximation or Born-Oppenheimer (B-0) approximation respectively [SI. Notice that the above-mentioned approximations can work effectively only for an extremely cold neutron that moves slowly enough, so that the adiabatic condition is satisfied. It is natural to question whether the solution to the problem can be obtained even for the case without adiabatic approximation, that is to say, whether we can find an exact solution of the Schrodinger equation for the neutron in an helical magnetic field. Such a solution is much appreciated to test the validity of the B-0 approximation quantitatively.
To solve this problem, we consider a more conventional problem in parallel with the above-mentioned one. For the case of a slowly-changing magnetic field, if the field changes harmonically, the Schrodinger equation can be solved exactly according to the Rabi rotation [ti] and hereby the Berry's phase appears in the adiabatic limit of the exact solution with a very strong field [7, 81. Notice that this case is time-dependent but not space-dependent. For the spacedependent case, the exact solution is also expected to be found for the precession of neutrons in a harmonicallyinhomogeneous (helical) magnetic field. Fortunately a space-spin coupling transformation can be found to separate the transformed Hamiltonian into two commuting parts, each of them can be solved exactly. This is the key point to the present studies.
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Generalization and discussion
In the last section, we first point out that the analysis of this paper can be directly generalized to the case of arbitrary spinj 2 4. In this case, the Hamiltonian is fi = where J^ = (jl, j 2 , j 3 ) is the angular momentum operator.
The space-spin coupling transformation is
and the corresponding effective Hamiltonian is written as
Notice that the object of attention is the momentum shift accompanying the spin states. This fact means that the pulse of the polarized-up neutrons will become two pulses, one of which has spin-down and a momentum shift by an amount hk and another one spin-up with unchanged momentum.
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